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Federal government gives green light to the energy
island
BRUSSELS – On Thursday 23 December, Belgian electricity transmission system operator Elia
welcomed the federal Council of Minister's approval – further to a proposal made by the Ministers
for Energy and the North Sea – of the planned extension of the modular offshore network to include
the future Princess Elisabeth zone. This decision aligns our energy system with future
developments by confirming the energy island as the solution that is not only most appropriate but
also most conducive to integrating the offshore wind energy generated in the future zone and
continuing efforts to ensure Belgium's interconnectedness with other countries. Thanks to this
decision, efforts can continue to develop the project while respecting the schedule based on
climate goals. The artificial energy island is the first step in developing an integrated offshore grid
at European level and further underlines our country's status as a pioneer in offshore electricity.

An important step has just been taken and this timely approval means efforts to further develop the project
can continue. In 2022, Elia will continue its detailed analysis of the artificial island in its host environment
and will begin the tendering process for its construction.
The 2020-2026 marine development plan provides for a new offshore electricity generation zone – dubbed
the Princess Elisabeth zone – in the North Sea. The electricity generated in this new zone will then have to
be sent to the mainland. The Electricity Act of 29 April 1999 empowers Elia to build and operate the
necessary grid extensions based on a design validated by the relevant ministers.

Elia has studied the various technical solutions for transmitting the energy generated in this new zone to
the Belgian mainland. As a result of this research the energy island project is considered the best solution
for the objectives pursued. In accordance with the federal government's requirements, the project will
accommodate connection facilities for 3.5 GW of power generation as well as new interconnectors linking
Belgium to other countries.
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About the Elia Group
One of Europe's top five players

In the interest of society
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We make the energy transition happen

International focus

By expanding international high-voltage connections
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Belgium and Great Britain. The Group operates under

to enable new technologies and market players to

the legal entity Elia Group, a listed company whose core

access our system. In this way, the Elia Group is

shareholder is the municipal holding company Publi-T.

making the energy transition happen.
For more information: elia.be & eliagroup.eu
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